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Enjoy bushels of crispy apples and baskets of juicy blueberries from your own backyard.

Authors Lewis Hill and Leonard Perry provide everything you need to know to successfully

grow delicious organic fruit at home, from choosing the best varieties for your area to planting,

pruning, and harvesting a bountiful crop. With tips on cultivating strawberries, raspberries,

grapes, pears, peaches, and more, this essential reference guide will inspire year after year of

abundantly fruitful gardening.

From the Back CoverJuicy, Ripe, Nutritious, and Grown in Your Own BackyardBring the mouth-

watering deliciousness of fresh fruit into your garden. Whether you're interested in planting a

blueberry patch or a small apple orchard, adding a nut tree to your yard or incorporating

raspberry brambles into your landscape, The Fruit Gardener's Bible is your complete resource.

Covering everything from pollination to pruning, Lewis Hill and Leonard Perry guide you

through every step of planting and harvesting fruit. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorThe late Lewis Hill, a beloved and best-selling

Storey author, grew more than 20,000 trees on his farm in Greensboro, Vermont. He was also

a member of the National Christmas Tree Association and the New Hampshire-Vermont

Christmas Tree Association.Dr. Leonard Perry is an Extension professor at the University of

Vermont.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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with writing, or in this case extensively revising, a book of this magnitude, one cannot imagine

the number of people who help to make it a reality, to grow mere words into a beautiful and

useful gardening reference. I am most thankful to Carleen Madigan for inviting me to undertake

this project, and then for providing extra time to make some needed changes. In addition, I’m

grateful to the reviewers, the artist, the photographers, and the many other production

personnel I’ve not had the pleasure to meet. Thanks especially to Liz Stell for her patience as

we worked on all the details to reorganize the material and create a book even more reader-

friendly.To make this book applicable beyond where I garden, in New England, I’m indebted to

the many nurseries, specialist growers, and cooperative extension professionals coast to coast

and north to south who shared useful information on cultivars and practices for their particular

regions. I hope this book has succeeded in tapping into, and accumulating in one place, this

wealth of knowledge.Even with so much new information added to this book, Lewis’s voice still

rings throughout it. I’m grateful for the chance to have known Lewis and Nancy Hill so well, and

to have enjoyed good visits and learned much from them over the years. Finally, thanks to my

family for giving me up for so many weeks behind the computer.— Leonard PerryIt took me

about twenty years to learnhow to grow good fruit. I hope this book will help you accomplish it

in less time — a whole lot less. — Lewis HillPreface to the New EditionEVERY TIME THERE

IS A RECESSION, there is a renewed interest in food gardening. What may start out as an

activity to save some money on the food bill often turns into much more. The reasons for

growing your own fruits and berries that Lewis mentioned in his original first edition of this book

— Fruits and Berries for the Home Gardener — are still applicable. The safety of what we eat,

knowing what chemicals have been applied (if any), and the increased flavor and nutrition of

fresh fruits from the garden are still good reasons why people turn to growing their own fruit.

What wasn’t such an issue in the previous editions of this book is a concern about global

warming and our “carbon footprint” — how much fuel is spent transporting those fruits from all

over the country and from around the globe.Since then, our lives seem to have become even



busier, more hectic, often chaotic. Growing your own fruit can provide a welcome refuge, a

sense of order and control, an opportunity for a family activity, and the exercise many of us lack

because of desk jobs and time spent in vehicles.Because many people have less time to

garden, they often need to quickly locate the information they need. The layout of this book has

been revised with this in mind. More information has been added for beginners, to encourage

more people to enjoy the benefits of growing their own food.This edition also addresses some

of the changes in gardening practices. There have been advances in sustainable practices,

notably biological pest and disease controls. Deer have become a major problem in many parts

of the country. Incorporating fruits and nuts into ornamental landscapes, for both their

aesthetics and food functions (for people and wildlife), is gaining in interest. There are many

new varieties, and some gardeners are becoming interested in new fruit crops. Each of these

topics is thoroughly covered in this new edition.Until his passing, Lewis was a dear friend for

almost three decades. I knew and worked with him, along with his wife Nancy, professionally

through the University of Vermont Extension. I am excited to have this opportunity to update his

wonderful and useful reference. Lewis was a true Vermonter who had a practical, engaging,

and humorous style of writing, as if you were talking with him in person. He wrote based on a

lifetime of experience in horticulture. I have attempted to maintain his style, and hope my own

many years of similar experiences, both in the South and in the North, continue to provide what

you, the gardener, will find really useful.For those of you who already grow fruits and nuts, I

hope you find much new, and easily accessible, information in this revised edition. For those of

you who are just beginning, or thinking about doing so, I hope you’ll quickly learn what you

need for success. This book will help you deal with the challenges that nature throws at us,

turning them into successes, opportunities for learning, or perhaps new practices and crops.

Even if you begin growing fruits and nuts for a purely functional reason — to save money or to

ensure food safety — I hope you’ll soon discover the other benefits and pleasures of fruit

growing and harvest, just as Lewis did and I still do.— Leonard PerryPART ONEGetting

Started with Fruits and NutsWith a little planning and proper site selection, you can have a yard

that produces fruits and nuts instead of just flowers.ONE OF THE BEST THINGS ABOUT

WALKING the mile to our country school when I was six was cutting through our old and rather

decrepit orchard and picking pockets full of apples to eat on the way. The early ‘Yellow

Transparents’ and ‘Tetoskys’ were ready on the first day of school, and even a child could eat a

lot of them without feeling stuffed. Later came the “heavier” apples — the zippy-flavored

‘Duchesses’, the ‘Astrachans’ with their waxy red skins, golden ‘Peach’ apples with rosy

blooms, and the ‘Wealthys’, which ripened a week or so later. The ‘Bethels’, ‘Pound Sweets’,

and ‘Tolmans’ ripened even later, and we stored those in the cellar for winter eating.Lots of

other apples grew in the orchard, too. We didn’t even know their names, so we called them by

their flavor or appearance: the pear, the pumpkin, the banana, the sugar. All the kids in the

neighborhood knew where the best apples in each orchard grew, and when they were at their

best. Like the raccoons that stole them at night, we could go unerringly to the choicest

trees.One reason for the success of those early orchards was the kind of care the old-timers

gave their fruits and berries. A century ago, the orchard was as important to people as their

grain, animals, woodlot, or vegetable garden. They never neglected the annual fertilizing,

pruning, and insect control, even though the latter might consist only of flinging wood ashes

through the trees now and then, or perhaps an occasional spray of soapsuds and water. They

fenced out the farm animals except in late fall, when pigs or cattle were let in for a short time to

eat any unused fruit in which insects and disease could spend the winter.As I grew older, I

remembered how much better I had liked the homegrown fruits and was already sentimental



about the stately old orchard and the heaps of apples that fell on the ground there each fall. So

I decided to plant some apple trees. I couldn’t find any of the old favorites, so I had to order

new kinds from tantalizing catalogs sent by faraway nurseries. Their assortment in the 1940s

was small, consisting mostly of the same varieties as those that were displayed in our local

stores each fall: ‘Red Delicious’ and ‘Yellow Delicious’, ‘Rome Beauty’, ‘Jonathan’, ‘Winesap’,

and ‘Grimes Golden’. I learned a lot the hard way, including the knowledge that when I bought

fruit trees it was wise to study the catalogs carefully, because a tree suitable for Oregon might

not be happy in New England.Growing apples was my stepping-stone to trying other fruits, and

a few years later we were harvesting plums, pears, grapes, cherries, and a large assortment of

berries, just as our ancestors had done. We no longer needed to depend on the small selection

in the supermarket, because the dozens of different kinds of fruits growing in our backyard

gave us an exciting variety of good eating. Unlike Grandpa and Grandma, we had the

advantage of a home freezer, which let us enjoy our produce all year. It seemed good not to

have to wash a raft of sprays and waxes off our fruit and berries before we ate them, or to

worry about whether our apple pie contained more preservatives than vitamins.In fact, just

about everything connected with fruit growing was a pleasure, especially the harvest. When I

picked the first red strawberry of the season, or the first juicy ripe raspberry, or the first crisp

tangy apple, any battles with insects or weeds were quickly forgotten. Instead, my boyhood

memories of the majestic old orchard returned, and I was filled with hopeful anticipation of all

the fabulous harvests ahead.Often, fruiting plants can be incorporated into ornamental

settings. This normally shrubby gooseberry bush has been trained to a single trunk and

surrounded with nasturtiums.CHAPTER 1Fruits and Nuts in the Home GardenOur orchard and

our berry patch aren’t large, but each year we put hundreds of packages of fruit into the

freezer, in addition to all the fruits we store in our root cellar or preserve in other ways. All

summer and fall we eat pies and shortcakes, drink lots of juice, and give away quantities of

fruit. I won’t even mention the amount we eat right off the trees and bushes while we’re picking.

Naturally, it would cost a tidy sum to buy all this food in the local market, and it wouldn’t taste

nearly as fresh as homegrown. In small towns like ours, we can’t always get these fruits, and

when we can they’re usually shipped in from places or countries we’ll never visit. I find that

growing our own fruit means we tend to eat more, which is good for our health. Increasing

prices, concerns about food safety, our need to eat more fruits and vegetables daily for our

health, and thinking about all the fuel burned to ship fruit thousands of miles — these reasons

make us appreciate our orchard and berry patch even more.Fruiting plants are not a big initial

investment in light of all the future dividends you reap from them. A fruit tree can cost as little

as a bushel of fruit, and for the cost of a quart of strawberries you might buy enough plants for

4 quarts. Why buy fruit drinks, fruit pies, and fruit ice cream when you can make your own? By

raising their own fruits and berries, families can save a lot on their food bills. Just two mature

semidwarf apple trees, for instance, can yield 6 bushels each, which translates to about 480

pounds.If you have only a small lot, you can still grow fruit. Many dwarf trees grow to full size

within an 8-foot circle. Strawberries thrive in crocks, hanging baskets, pyramids, and barrels. A

short row of raspberries will produce quarts of fruit every year. Some fruits can even be grown

in large patio containers.If you don’t have much time, start small. Once planted, blueberries

provide the most return for the least effort. The truth is, if you choose the right kinds of fruits

and give them a suitable place to live and a little attention, fruit trees and especially berries

require no more — and often less — care than many other plants.Including Fruits in Your

YardOne nice way to enjoy fruit, especially on a small lot, is to landscape with fruit trees and

bushes instead of ornamental trees and shrubs. If you’re planting around your home for the first



time or replacing existing landscaping, why not use blueberries, currants, and gooseberries as

functional substitutes for some of the ornamental foundation plants and hedges around your

house? Many fruiting plants have attractive shapes, leaves, and fall color, and of course

provide food for wildlife. Fruit trees can replace flowering trees and shrubs, and nut trees are

good substitutes for shade trees. Although our plantings bear little resemblance to those in

formal botanic gardens, we find pleasure and satisfaction in growing plants that are beautiful in

all seasons and also produce a product that can be put into a tasty pie or poured into a

pitcher.Incorporating perennial edible plants into a landscape is an important aspect of what is

known as permaculture. This system of planning the landscape is gradually gaining recognition

among gardeners who want to be ecological and sustainable in their plantings and practices. In

permaculture, landscapes are seen as both aesthetic and functional, providing food for both

humans and wildlife.You don’t have to wait long. Dwarf fruit trees begin to bear within two or

three years, some berries produce big crops within three years, and you can pick everbearing

strawberries even the first year. If you sell your property, an orchard and a berry patch may

even add to its value.Here are eight ways to fit fruits into your landscape. Some fruits fit more

than one of these functions:Screens and hedges. Hedges are planted to define a space, or to

provide an “outdoor wall.” They can be formal (clipped to a strict shape) or informal (utilizing

the natural shape of plants). Hedges, such as a dense planting of blueberries or a less dense

but thorny row of brambles, also provide a physical barrier. Brambles, blueberries, and currants

make good hedges. Just make sure that if you use a spreading fruit, you can contain the hedge

easily through pruning, cultivation, or mowing.Screens are more often planted as a visual or

noise barrier, and they’re commonly used to provide privacy. If planted as a wind barrier, a

screen is called a windbreak. As a visual barrier, a screen can be denser, as in a wide bed of

shrubs closely spaced, or more open and merely suggesting a visual barrier. Tall-growing

elderberries can serve as a screen and provide good fall eating and an invitation to birds.

They’re a good choice for soils that are too moist for other fruits, and they will even grow on the

north side of a building. Other screening plants are choke-berries, espaliered fruit trees, and

grapes on trellises.Shade trees. Most fruit trees are just as lovely as flowering ornamental

trees. Not only do they bloom, but their crop also gives the effect of a second flowering. We

have a ‘Dolgo’ crab apple in the front yard that thrills us with its profusion of white blossoms

each spring and is covered with gorgeous, bright red apples every fall — plenty for us, our

friends, the freezer, and even a flock of migrating Canadian robins that include us on their route

south each fall.Why settle for an ordinary fence? An espaliered apple or pear will serve some

of the same purposes while producing fruit and adding aesthetic value.Make sure when

choosing a shade tree to consider its mature height and spread. Think about where it will go.

Will it provide the shade you want for your home or patio in summer or will it cast unwanted

shade on your vegetable garden? Will it be in the way of future utility repairs or overhead utility

lines as it grows?Nut trees such as black walnut, butternut, pecan, and hickory are prime

choices for large shade trees — those over 60 feet high. For medium-size trees, between 30

and 60 feet high, consider standard apples, red mulberry, American persimmon, Chinese

chestnut, and walnut. Most other fruit trees are in the small size category — under 30 feet high

at maturity — and include crab apples, pears, peaches and nectarines, plums, cherries, and

semi-dwarf apples.Foundation plantings. When including fruits in a foundation planting, keep

them away from the building. If they’re too close, moisture will be trapped behind them, which

can rot siding and weaken bricks. A roof overhang may prevent rain-water from reaching plant

roots. Mature height is another important consideration; you don’t want plants that will grow to

block windows and doors.Although most trees are too large to plant near a foundation, dwarf



apples are good for flanking an entrance and at the corner of a building. Large shrubs such as

serviceberries and Nanking cherry work well on home corners. When siting larger trees such

as pears and plums, place them out from a corner at least half the width of their mature

canopy. Gooseberries and currants work well along the foundation. With their red fall leaves,

blueberries (especially the half-high varieties) are a good substitute for burning bush

(Euonymus alata). Clove currant, which sports yellow flowers, is a good substitute for forsythia.

Put the sun-loving blueberries on the east and south sides; the currants and goose-berries will

grow best on the west and north.Beds and borders. Island beds within lawns and borders (the

beds along the edge of a wall or property line) are usually planted to shrubs and perennials or

a combination. For these areas, consider some of the foundation plants such as saskatoons,

red or clove currants, blueberries, and gooseberries. Be careful of raspberries and elderberries;

these spread and will take over an entire bed. Save these shrubs for a berry patch.Grapevines

trained to cover a pergola benefit from the sturdy support of the timbers, while offering shade

to a sitting area below.Place larger shrubs toward the back of a border, or in the center of an

island bed. Mass lingonberries, cranberries, or lowbush blueberries in the front. Strawberries,

particularly the alpines, which clump rather than spread, are also good for the front. Intersperse

small trees or plant them toward the back of a border. Just make sure you leave space

between other plantings, or a path, to access your fruits for picking.Arbors, pergolas, and

trellises. These terms are often used interchangeably, although an arbor is simpler and less

extensive than a pergola. An arbor is usually constructed of wood. Pergolas are common over

seating areas such as patios. Arbors, pergolas, and trellises are excellent supports for vining

fruits, such as grapes, kiwifruit, and in warmer climates, muscadine grapes. For a decent fruit

crop, you’ll need to prune the vines annually. Be aware that pruning is more difficult on an arbor

or a pergola; unlike on a trellis, most of the growth on these structures is overhead.Espaliers.

Remember the caution not to plant trees too close to a building? You can disregard that advice

if you grow an espalier. This form not only grows well in close quarters, but it also provides a

decorative way to grow fruits. Though labor-intensive, when well cared for an espalier produces

an abundance of fruit. Create a small-scale orchard with several kinds of fruits growing in close

quarters, or train one up a wall to create a landscape feature. For more on this specialized

technique, see page 253.Ground covers. Some low-growing fruits are perfect for steep terrain

or to replace a lawn area. They need a mostly sunny site to be vigorous and bear fruit. Also,

make sure the site is fairly weed-free before you plant. Most are deciduous (lingonberries,

however, are evergreen). Most are trailing. The alpine strawberry is an exception, and it looks

wonderful as a massed planting. (Ordinary strawberries don’t grow densely and therefore don’t

compete well with weeds.) Trailing brambles that are usually trained on a trellis can be allowed

to ramble along the ground to create a mounded effect; keep in mind that they will bear less

fruit this way than they would if grown on a trellis.Containers. Smaller fruits can work well in

containers. Plant half-high blueberries or dwarf fruit trees in large pots or raised planters. You

can even grow grapes in a pot if you train the vine onto some form of trellis or attractive

structure such as an obelisk. Container grapes will make smaller plants than those field-

planted and trained on a trellis, but containers may enable you to grow grapes in places that

otherwise would not be possible.Since containers are aboveground, they dry out quickly and

don’t benefit from the moderating effects of deep soil. Plants in containers are also less hardy.

In cold-winter areas, move container plants in into an unheated space such as a garage — but

not one subject to freezing temperatures — for the winter.Another important part of container

plantings is the soil. The physical properties of a growing medium in a container are different

from those in a ground bed; regular garden soil is not a good choice for containers. Instead,



mix garden soil with at least half organic matter such as peat moss or compost, or purchase an

already prepared potting mix.Learning to Grow Good FruitEVERYONE WANTS PLANTS that

produce well, but a surprising number of people seem to forget that plants are living and

growing organisms that need care. Especially in recent times, with so much attention paid in

the press to “decorating” outdoors — as if plants were living room furniture to be purchased,

placed, then forgotten — this little fact is often overlooked. Many times along country roads

you’ve probably seen abandoned farms where there are dozens of sturdy old apple trees

growing miles from civilization. They obviously get no care whatsoever, yet they appear to be

growing well and producing fruit. Still, it’s very likely that sometime, long ago, someone helped

those trees get off to a good start. You’ll want to do the same for your fledgling fruit trees. It’s

easy. All you have to do is think from a tree’s point of view.Before you make a purchase, think

about where in your yard the plant will grow best. Then, when your new tree or shrub arrives,

treat it like the living infant it is. No responsible person would buy a puppy and dump it in the

backyard to fend for itself; yet gardeners often buy a helpless little tree, plant it far too quickly

and carelessly, and promptly lose interest in it or figure their work is done. Unlike the pup, a

tree can’t go hunting for food and water, or even howl to remind you it’s being neglected. Plant

it carefully, check up on it frequently, and — most important — make sure that its roots never

lack moisture.Strawberries Fit into Any LandscapeStrawberry plants make a charming edging

for a flower bed and are useful in other ornamental ways. I’ve seen them in hanging baskets,

grow bags, window boxes, jars and pots, barrels with large holes drilled in them, and pyramids.

They can even be used in plantings on a wall, known as a green or living wall. The everbearing

cultivars are most commonly used for edible landscaping, because unlike June bearers they

begin to produce fruit the first year. Alpine strawberries don’t need a large container; they grow

well in smaller pots, including the classic strawberry pot.Plant everbearing strawberries in

barrels, window boxes, hanging baskets, or flower borders to make use of limited space.What a

Fruit Plant Needs to ThriveYour tree or shrub has the same basic requirements as any other

living thing:A place to live. The earth around the tree or shrub will be its permanent home, so

be sure the soil is to its liking. Can the soil accommodate the huge root system of a mature

tree and, with a little help from you, properly nourish it? Is the soil well drained, not too dry, but

also not too wet? Fruit trees deteriorate quickly if water ever covers their roots for more than a

few days at a time. Even if you’ve chosen the right variety for your climate, trees can be fussy

about where they’re planted.This gnarled old grapevine is more likely to survive neglect than a

newly planted young vine would.Water and nutrients. A fruit plant or tree needs water and

nourishment, and both should be readily available, especially in early summer when a plant

makes most of its growth. The roots take in nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and other

minerals from the soil, but because soils are seldom well supplied with all these nutrients, you’ll

probably need to provide additional amounts. Enriching the soil will help the roots; then the tree

or bush will grow better and produce more fruit. See chapter 15 to learn how to both improve

the soil and add proper nutrients.Sunlight. Most plants need light, and most fruits need a great

deal of it throughout much or all of the day — at least 8 hours a day is usually recommended.

Sunlight is necessary for photosynthesis, which is the process by which plants convert energy

from the sun into the carbohydrates necessary for plant growth. If a building or large trees

block out sunlight, your trees and bushes won’t thrive.Room to grow. No tree or bush should be

crowded. Be sure not to plant too close to other trees, a road, a path, a building, or — if the

tree will get tall — under overhead wires. Also make sure there are no young shade trees

nearby that will grow to block the needed light. Bear in mind that it’s not just the tops of trees

that present a problem; the roots of large trees will steal valuable nutrients and moisture from



your plants. A tree produces as much growth underground as there is above, and in areas

where the soil is not deep, the roots of a large shade tree often reach out 60 feet or more in

every direction.The right climate. Each spring, post offices and delivery trucks in the northern

states are filled with peach, fig, and apricot trees that have no more chance of survival than a

walrus caravan crossing the Sahara. You can try various schemes to protect your trees from

frost, but the best way to outwit the weather is to choose cultivars that are suited to your

climate. Gardeners in a warm climate can’t grow just any fruit, either. In order to produce fruit,

most temperate-zone trees need a period of cool temperatures so they can get a good rest.

This required chilling period is often long, as much as a few hundred hours each year. (See

Choosing Hardy Fruits, page 27.)Fruiting plants need regular watering, especially right after

being planted.Protection. Animals, insects, machinery (especially lawn mowers and weed

trimmers), children, and weather all take their toll on trees and shrubs each year, especially

newly planted ones. Although a grown tree can stand a little neglect, you must give a young

tree or fruit plant careful protection. Keep an eye on your young acquisition and be ready to

spring to its rescue whenever danger threatens. You may need to protect the trunk of a young

tree from winter mouse feeding. In many areas, you will need some form of repellent or fencing

to save your plants from deer browsing.Sex and the Single TreeDespite the childhood lectures

about the birds and the bees, pollination is still a mystery to many people. They don’t realize

they need two of most fruit trees to get fruit, or they’re unsure about whether they’ll get the best

pollination with two trees of the same cultivar or two different kinds. Others think pollination

could change the variety of fruit, or that planting several kinds of berries near each other could

eventually result in a grand mixup. People have asked me whether a plum can pollinate a

cherry, if apples will mate with stone fruits or pears, and if all the thousands of apple cultivars

are compatible. One new gardener thought the year-old plants in his raspberry patch might be

male and the young new plants female.Like all other plants, a fruit plant’s biological duty is to

reproduce itself. It does this by blooming and bearing fruit that contains seeds. As in the animal

world, both genders are involved. The male and female parts of blossoms must join together

for off-spring — fruit and seed — to occur.No mate? No fruit. Almost all fruit trees and some

bush fruits do better with a mate. Having at least two trees planted near each other (even in a

neighboring yard), is the most reliable way to get consistently heavy crops. The catch is that

the trees have to be two different cultivars of the same fruit; two alike won’t cross-pollinate.

Having two identical apples is no different from having only one tree. You need to plant two

separate kinds — perhaps a ‘Honeycrisp’ and a ‘Freedom’. Likewise, if you want to grow plums,

plant two different plum cultivars. Only then can you be sure of true cross-pollination.Cross-

pollination is important for fruit quality as well. Lopsided apples and small or lopsided

raspberries and strawberries are the result of poor pollination. Although a few fruit trees are

“self-fertile” or “self-fruitful,” which means that a single tree can bear fruit by itself, most are

“self-infertile” or “self-unfruitful.” They need cross-pollination, which requires a partner nearby.

Even though in some cases two trees or bushes are not needed for pollination, it bears

repeating that they produce far better if several are planted together. Trees listed as self-fertile

often produce better yields with cross-pollination from another cultivar. You’ll find pollination

requirements for each type of fruit in the box at the beginning of each fruit chapter.It’s important

to plant fruit trees in groups for cross-pollination. This stand of apple trees also provides a

shady area for outdoor dining.In order to cross-pollinate, the trees must be in the same family

group. Apples can’t pollinate pears; pears can’t pollinate plums. You therefore need at least two

of each type of fruit tree you plant. If you want to grow pears, plant two pear trees. If you want

to grow plums, you need two plum trees. Because crab apples and apples are related, they can



be used to pollinate each other, so you can plant one apple and one crab apple.Make sure the

cultivars you select bloom at the same time. For example, there are early-, mid-, and late-

season apples; to get fruit, you need two trees that bloom in the same season. For more

information on the pollination requirements of specific fruits, nuts, and berries, see the

appropriate chapters.The Process of PollinationThis is how pollination happens. The pollen

(male cells) from the flower on one plant must be moved to the female portion of the same

flower (if it is a self-pollinating cultivar) or to a flower on another plant for cultivars that require

cross-pollination (cross-fertilization). How does all this pollen get around? Though forest trees

(pines, maples, oaks) are pollinated by the wind, fruit trees and bushes are pollinated by

insects — primarily bees. The bee is an innocent party to these goings-on; she accidentally

fertilizes flowers as she goes about her business of gathering nectar to take to the hive. On a

good day, one busy bee may visit 5,000 blooms!The flowers of most fruit plants are perfect,

which means that each contains both male and female organs. The male portion is the cluster

of little upright projections in the center, the stamens (see illustration, right). These are covered

with pollen — the brown, red, yellow, or orange powder you get all over your nose when you

sniff a flower up close. The female part of the blossom, the pistil, is the long, slender green

tube that is slightly taller than the stamens and in the midst of them. For most fruit trees and

many berries to bear fruit, pollen from the stamens of Plant A must be moved to the pistil of

Plant B. The pollen then germinates — just as a seed does — growing a pollen tube down to

unite with (fertilize) the female cell in the ovary. This is the beginning of a fruit, which is the

enlarged and ripened ovary.Fruits with a single seed or pit need only one grain of pollen.

Apples, which have ten seeds, need ten grains. An apple has five compartments (carpels) in

the center, each with two seeds in most varieties. If the pistil of an apple receives only one or

two pollen grains, the developing fruit will fall off soon after it forms. If it takes in only five or six

grains, an apple may still develop, but it will be lopsided. Similarly, if your raspberries or

strawberries are small and lopsided, they probably weren’t pollinated sufficiently. On

blueberries, poor pollination means fewer berries.THE PARTS OF A FLOWERDon’t worry

about whether the quality of your fruit will be affected by the pollen of your tree’s partner, or

that pollen from a sour wild tree might produce sour apples. The mating tree’s pollen influences

only the genes in the seed and therefore only a plant grown from that seed. The fruit is merely

the host for the seeds; it will stay the same whether bees bring pollen from a sour crab apple or

a high-quality grafted tree. Any trees grown from the seeds, however, will vary widely, each

producing fruit quite different from its parents and from each other.No More Johnny

AppleseedIt’s fun to think of growing an apple tree from the seed of something you eat, but,

alas, you won’t get good fruit that way — and you certainly won’t get the same apple you

started with. Unlike shade and forest trees, fruit tree cultivars will not, if propagated from seed,

be like their parents. Even seeds from the best apples, plums, peaches, and pears are likely to

grow into trees that produce poor fruit. The fruit from Johnny Appleseed’s famous trees weren’t

good for much except hard cider.Your new little ‘Liberty’ apple tree is most likely two trees

joined together by a surgical operation called a graft. The part that will grow and produce fruit

was started from a short piece of branch called a scion (pronounced SYE-on), which was

taken from a large ‘Liberty’ apple tree (or whatever cultivar you bought). The scion determines

the shape of the tree, and what the size, color, and quality of the fruit will be. If this scion is just

a bud, as is often the case, the process is called budding. The rootstock, or rooted portion of

your tree (also called under-stock), came from a different plant. Although once it would have

been grown from a seed, now, more likely, it was cloned from a cutting. The rootstock greatly

influences the size of the tree, its vigor, its hardiness, and its ability to grow in various types of



soil; it may also provide some disease resistance. Grafting is common with fruit trees, even with

some woody ornamental plants.You can easily locate the graft on a young fruit tree. It will be a

good-sized bump or slight bend in the stem, either at ground level or a few inches above it. As

the tree grows, the bump gradually disappears, but the different kinds of bark are often

noticeable years later.What you need to know about grafted trees is that everything growing

below the graft will produce poor-quality fruit if allowed to grow shoots (suckers). That means

you should cut off any sprouts from that part of the tree immediately. If mice or rabbits should

chew the bark and kill the tree above the graft, any growth coming from below the graft will be

the rootstock and not the cultivar you bought and want. Unless you regraft one of these sprouts

with a scion from a good variety, it’s better to dig up the roots and replace with a new tree.Your

new grafted fruit tree is the result of centuries of improvement over the fruits that the early

Greeks cultivated, even those your great grandparents grew. Newer selections have better

yields and shorter and more compact habits. Many have good resistance to diseases. Your new

little ‘Liberty’ apple tree is now ready to enrich your life with its beauty and bounty, asking only

for a little care and attention in return.On grafted fruit and nut trees, be sure to prune off

suckers that grow from the rootstock; they’ll produce poor-quality fruit.Helping the BeesIt’s

always a delight to walk through the orchard when it’s in bloom and hear a loud buzzing

coming from each tree. More bees means better pollination, which means more and larger

fruit, so anything that aids bees also improves fruit production. This is just as important for

blueberries and strawberries as it is for tree fruits. Gardeners who live where late-spring frosts

are a problem especially appreciate a strong colony of bees in the neighborhood. If the flowers

are pollinated soon after they bloom, they can resist a light frost better than blooms just

opening.Helping the bees begins at planting. As a rule, the busy little bees should not be

forced to fly more than 500 feet to bring about the mating of two blossoms, although they can,

and do, travel much farther if need be. Closer spacing is better, since bees don’t fly as far if it’s

windy or if the weather is cold or wet. Ideally, you should plant semidwarf apples within at least

50 feet of each other; dwarf apples, within 20 feet. The recommended spacing given for

specific fruits will result in the best pollination.A hedgerow, or dense planting of native species,

growing near your fruits provides habitat for wild bees. It may provide a windbreak too, an

advantage because bees are less active on windy days and in windy sites. Bumblebees are

especially good pollinators for blueberries, raspberries, and currants. Bumblebees work better

than honeybees when it’s cold, cloudy, and windy.If you grow lots of fruit, consider keeping

bees, especially if you aren’t getting good pollination. (See Resources, page 307.) A hive of

bees is good fruit insurance, because wild bees may be in short supply in early spring. Along

with better fruit set, you’ll also get honey! If you keep bees, don’t place the hives right under the

trees; if you need to spray, you’ll endanger the bees. Never spray during bloom; in addition to

killing bees, many pesticides will damage the pollen growth in the flowers.You can still get fruit

when only one kind of fruit tree is blooming and there appears to be no suitable partner

blossoming anywhere in the neighborhood. Here’s how we do it: When only one of our pear

trees is in bloom, we drive across town to an abandoned farm where a big, ancient pear tree

always blossoms at the same time as ours. We cut off a few branches, bring them home, and

put them in a bucket of water under our tree. The bees take over from there.Keeping bees

(opposite) is an excellent way to ensure that your fruiting plants are properly pollinated. Most

commercial orchard owners hire beekeepers to truck in hives of bees (left) while the trees are

in bloom. The bees fly from flower to flower, covered in pollen (right), as far as a mile from the

hive.Picking fruit is an activity the whole family can enjoy. If you have children, consider

including them in the discussion when you’re deciding which fruits to plant.CHAPTER 2What to



Grow and WhereThe word orchard may stir up visions of acres of well-spaced trees, or at least

a dozen big old gnarled specimens around Grandpa’s house in the country, but a modern

orchard can consist of three or four dwarf fruit trees, a few grapevines, and a small berry patch

— all on a half-acre lot. Intensive gardening has always been necessary in tiny, backyard city

lots, and it’s now common in suburban and even rural areas. The size of the lot isn’t the only

reason people plant on a miniature scale. You may prefer to limit the size of your plantings

because you have only a small family or because you lack the time to garden.Whatever the

space of your gardening area, you’ll find that although neighbors or the local zoning board

might raise a ruckus if you were to keep a few pigs or even chickens, no one is likely to find an

ordinance prohibiting a few trees. In fact, planting a tree almost anywhere is

encouraged.Before you buy plants, consider what you want to grow. Figure out which fruits you

like to eat. What do you buy most often at the store or farmer’s market? Think about whether

you have the time and energy to put up some of the harvest. When you have your answers, it’s

time to identify which varieties will grow best in your climate. All these factors will help you

determine which, and roughly how many, trees and berries to plant. Resist the temptation to

crowd in too many if your space is limited. Even if you have a large lot, don’t let enthusiasm get

the best of you. In the quiet of winter, too many of us succumb to colored catalog pictures and

tantalizing descriptions of fruits and berries. Soon we’ve made out quite an order, and only

when the trees arrive in the spring or we come home from the nursery do we realize that we

overestimated not only the space available, but also our time, energy, and needs.It’s impossible

to suggest the precise number of plants that would be right for every family, as each has

different needs and tastes. It makes a difference, too, whether you want to consume all the fruit

fresh or preserve enough to enjoy through winter.Before you choose the exact location of your

berry patch or orchard, investigate anything that goes on there that might affect your plantings,

now or in the future. Will your neighbor’s row of little trees, or even your own plantings, grow to

powerful heights and shade your fruit plants? Do heavy rains or melting snows form pools of

water that could drown them? Will road salt drain onto them? Is the spot a neighborhood trail

for motorcycles, snow-mobiles, or hikers? Will you or someone else eventually have to dig to

repair a cable, a waterpipe, or a sewer line? Will an orchard block off an area where you may

need service vehicles to drive through someday?If you have only a small lot, you don’t have

much choice about where to put things. Within the boundaries you do have, though, try to find

a place where your fruit plants will have full sun, good deep soil, and plenty of room to grow.It’s

good insurance to plant fruit near your home, where you can keep a watchful eye on any

troubles before they get serious. Fruit trees planted close to a busy sidewalk may be tempting

to passersby, and you’ll likely have competition for your bounty from all the neighborhood kids.

To reduce temptation, plant berries and fruit trees in a slightly less convenient place.Planting

on a slope assures good soil drainage and reduces damage from a late frost. East- or north-

facing slopes are best for reducing frost risk.Choosing Hardy FruitsWhen buying fruit plants,

select varieties that are acclimated and can stand the weather expected for your region. If you

have extra room, though, it’s always fun to experiment with a few that are intended for a

different zone. For most of your planting, you’ll want to stack the odds in your favor with those

proven for your region. There can be a great difference in hardiness among cultivars, so pay

attention to the hardiness level indicated for each. Just because a particular fruit type is listed

for a certain hardiness range doesn’t mean all cultivars will live in all the zones listed. (See the

USDA Plant Hardiness Zone Map on page 306.)To be successful in your yard, a fruit tree or

berry bush must meet several requirements. In colder climates, it must be able to make its

growth during the first half of the growing season, then stop and harden up before the first



frost. Don’t assume that a plant’s hardiness is determined only by the cold temperature it can

tolerate. Actually, a short growing season may limit your choice of fruits more than the lowest

temperatures will. Certain peaches, plums, and nuts are often advertised as being hardy to –

20°F. What is left unsaid is that the trees need a long growing season to properly harden the

wood so that it can withstand those low temperatures. Some tree fruits — as well as many

grapes, nuts, blackberries, and blueberries — that were developed in warm zones are still

growing when the first fall frosts hit parts of Zones 3, 4, and 5. Because their new wood is still

green and soft, the moisture-filled cells freeze and then rupture.Plants native to a region have

become adjusted to local conditions, and the shortening days trigger mechanisms to stop

growing and harden their wood before frost. Plants imported from a milder region are often

unable to do this; they not only continue to grow late into the fall, but also may start to grow

during the first warm week in early spring. Your plant should be able to ripen its fruit before the

first killing frost of autumn. Many late-ripening apples, such as ‘Granny Smith’, can’t do this and

therefore are unsuitable for cold-climate gardens. Plants from one zone can acclimate to

another zone if they’re able to survive long enough. Those vastly unsuited for another climate,

however, have little chance of adaptation. Nectarines may never adjust to North Dakota, and

the ‘McIntosh’ apple will probably never grow well in Louisiana.During the winter, the entire tree

or vine — fruit buds, branches, trunk, and roots — should be able to withstand the most likely

coldest temperatures. It should also stay dormant all winter, and not begin to grow during a

midwinter thaw. Plants that bloom too early in the spring won’t produce fruit if the flowers are

killed by a late frost. If you garden in a cold climate, look for selections listed as blooming

late.In addition to the other factors that determine hardiness, different parts of a tree may have

different tolerances to cold. Often the roots and tops of some plants are perfectly hardy but

their blossom buds are tender. Peach, plum, and pear trees tend to bloom early, which makes

them a special target of Jack Frost, but even later-blooming fruits, such as apples and grapes,

can be hit in areas that are prone to late-spring frosts — or in an unusual year. If you have a

fruit tree that always leafs out and grows but never seems to bear fruit, this may be the

cause.TIPS FOR PLANNING YOUR FRUIT PLANTINGS• Determine how much space you

have; make sure your space won’t conflict with other activities.• Decide what fruits you like and

would like to grow.• Make sure your site has the right soil, sun, and climate for these fruits.•

Read up on your fruits, to make sure you have the time to give them the care they need.• Make

a plan to scale — figure how many of each fruit for the yield you want, and where they will go

— then use the plan to fit your ideas to your actual space.Gardeners in cold climates need to

select plants that will be cold hardy, and growers in warm climates must be careful to select

varieties of plants (like these almonds) that will produce fruit with a relatively short winter

dormancy. These are often referred to as “low-chill” varieties.Although knowing your hardiness

zone helps a great deal when choosing plants, every gardener soon finds out that within each

zone there are many microclimates, small areas that are a zone or two warmer or colder than

the surrounding area. Uneven elevations, air drainage patterns, fog, frost pockets, prevailing air

currents, proximity to bodies of water or buildings, and many other conditions cause these

variations. So a fruit tree that may be damaged in a low spot on your property where frost

settles may be fine higher up or on a slope.Gardeners in mild-winter areas such as the Deep

South and southern California must be careful to choose the right plants for their climate too.

Plants grown in temperate zones need a certain period of chilling during their dormant period,

and can’t grow in the tropics. The length of winter chill needed varies from a long period for

gooseberries to a far shorter one for pecans. There may be quite a range of chilling needs

among cultivars, especially for apples (see page 142, Low-Chill Apples).Although the



requirements for a specific fruit tree might seem to limit your chances for growing it

successfully, each region has a number of cultivars of a fruit that will thrive there, and you have

only to discover which do best in your area. Ask your local garden center if its plants were

grown locally or are adapted to local conditions. Nurseries and mail-order firms that focus on a

specific fruit or region provide a much wider selection than what you can usually find locally.

See the chapters describing each fruit for help in making your choices.How Much Room Do

You Need?PLAN THE SPACING of your fruit crops so that no plant will touch any other when

all are fully grown. Be sure, too, that they won’t eventually rub against a building or overhang a

street, sidewalk, or property line. Allow enough room between the bushes and trees so that

sunlight will reach the entire leaf surface of every plant.Keep in mind that some fruit trees are

susceptible to disease and insects, and will need spraying from time to time. Don’t plant these

near a pool, birdbath, dog run, clothesline, water supply, or the vegetable garden or berry

patch. Consider all the possibilities, even though most will never come to pass, so you can

avoid trouble in the future. After all, a large tree is difficult to move and a disappointment to

lose.Unless you incorporate fruiting plants into your home landscape, you’ll find that planting in

rows simplifies cultivation and harvest. For example, plant strawberries in hills or rows (see

pages 51-52). If space is limited, choose smaller cultivars and trees with more-upright shapes,

or consider growing your fruit plants in containers. If you plant fruit trees, for the first few years

you can use the space between them for growing strawberries or vegetables until the trees

begin to bear and shade the ground underneath.Starting Small: The Efficient Fruit

GardenHaving a tiny yard isn’t the only reason people plant smaller gardens. Limiting the size

of your plantings makes sense when you have a small family or have limited time to spend

gardening. It makes even more sense if you’re a beginner. In fact, it’s better to wait to make any

large plantings of fruits until you’ve tried growing just a few for several years in your area. This

advice comes from experience — I’ve learned it’s better to make mistakes on a small scale!

KEY TO PLANTS1. blueberries2. apple3. blackberries4. strawberriesIf you’re planting fruit for

the first time, remember: it’s better to start with just a few plants! You can always add more, if

you find the maintenance schedule to be manageable and the amount of fruit to be

insufficient.Whether you’re a beginner or a busy gardener, berries are an ideal choice:• They

require little space• They need less care than fruit trees• The initial cost is small• They bear

quickly• They supply abundant yields, and for many yearsStrawberries, currants, gooseberries,

and elderberries are all easy to grow, attract few pests, and require no specialized pruning.

Gooseberries and red and white currants are well behaved; they’ll stay 4 to 5 feet high and

wide for many years. They take up little space, and you need only one bush to get some fruit.

Elder berries take minimal effort, but they take up more room, and they aren’t always the first

fruits people want to eat. Blueberries need minimal pruning. Fall raspberries are simple to

prune; summer-bearing raspberries take only a little more time and skill.Maybe it’s time that

limits you. If you’re busy, consider planting two dwarf fruit trees, a couple of raspberry bushes,

and a few blueberries. (You need more than one for cross-pollination; see page 19) You’ll get a

lot of fruit for a small amount of labor. If time is short and/or you want to minimize effort, it’s

important to choose disease-resistant cultivars.Thinking Big: The Home Fruit GardenIf you

plant your vegetable garden with the seedlings too close together or in the wrong spot, or if you

choose the wrong varieties, you’ll lose only one season. But if you make similar mistakes with

fruit trees, it may be a few years before you find out there’s a problem and longer before you

can get new trees into full production. That’s why planning is so important for fruit growing.

Plant fruits on paper first, then put the trees in the ground.KEY TO PLANTS1. pear2. cherry3.

peach4. nectarine5. plum6. grapes7. late apple8. blueberries9. blackberries10. early apple11.



strawberries12. elderberries13. red raspberries14. yellow raspberriesWith a well-laid plan and a

good sense of the amount of maintenance and harvest to expect, there’s no reason not to set

aside space for a large fruit garden.Ripening TimesGenerally, cherries are the first of the stone

fruits to ripen (first the sweet, then the sour), followed by apricots and plums, then peaches.

Following are general guidelines. Ripening times vary with climate and culture: later in the

range for colder areas; earlier in the range for warmer regions. Ripening times for different

cultivars vary within the range for each fruit.CHERRIES: late May–late JulyAPRICOTS: late

May–early JulyPLUMS: late June–mid-SeptemberPEACHES: late May–mid-

SeptemberNECTARINES: late June–early SeptemberPEARS: late July–late OctoberAPPLES:

early July–late NovemberA plan will help you put everything in the most favorable location,

especially if you spread your planting over several years. Keep your plan up-to-date, because

labels invariably get lost, and whenever a tree begins to bear you’ll want to know what it is.

Also, if a tree does poorly or dies, you’ll want to replace it with a better variety.Try using a piece

of graph paper to draw your plan. If you set each square to equal 1 foot, and a tree at maturity

is described as being 10 feet across, draw a circle 10 squares in diameter. An easy way to try

out different ideas is to cut out shapes for each mature tree, bed size, or row length you need.

Rearrange them on the graph paper until you get what you want. Make sure to leave plenty of

space for rows. Think about where the sun will come from, so you don’t end up placing tall

trees on the south side of a berry patch, which would cause too much shade.A plan will help

you put everything in the most favorable locationSelecting PlantsTHE CURRENT

ASSORTMENT of fruit trees and berry plants offered by nurseries and garden centers is much

larger and better suited to the home gardener’s needs than the choices of a half century ago.

Even so, many chain stores and seasonal garden shops have little knowledge of local

conditions, and their suppliers are as likely to ship the same assortment of fruit trees and

plants to northern Maine as they do to southern Kentucky.Try to buy your plants at a nearby

nursery or a full-service garden center with trained professionals and plants as their main

focus. Where this isn’t possible, or the selection is limited, look for well-established nurseries or

mail-order houses that are in your region or can recommend plants for your climate (see

Resources, page 307).When shopping for fruit trees, you may wonder what size and age to

select. Bare-root trees come in all sizes, from a few inches tall to more than 10 feet. They may

be from 1 to 4 years old, and are priced accordingly. Bare-root trees that are 1 or 2 years old,

lightly branched, and 4 to 6 feet tall tend to be the best choice for planting. They become

established sooner, grow faster, and usually bear earlier than a large tree, which needs time to

get its big root system reestablished. On the other hand, small trees can be difficult to protect

from lawn mowers and other hazards. You may also need to devote more care to train them,

because some will try hard to grow into poor shapes for fruit-bearing.If you buy a tree with its

roots intact and wrapped in burlap or plastic (this is called “balled-and-burlapped”), almost any

size is practical as long as you can lift, transport, and handle it. When you plant it, there is no

setback, because every root is intact, and the plant will get off to a fast start. Just be sure it’s in

fresh, healthy condition and not dried out.When you buy a tree that’s balled-and-burlapped or

in a pot, it helps to buy from a local nursery or garden center. Many potted plants sold through

mass markets are really bare-root plants that were only recently potted up for sale. If, when you

take it out of the pot, all the soil falls off, leaving a few major roots, you just bought a bare-root

plant — so treat it as one.Space Requirements and Average YieldsThe following are only

approximate. Some varieties will be larger or smaller and yield more or less. Yields for the

same variety will vary in different regions and different growing conditions; trees also may grow

differently in varying soils and climates.“Balled-and-burlapped” is a common way for fruit trees



to be sold. All wrappings must be removed prior to planting.Choosing CultivarsIf you’re growing

trees for the first time, choose cultivars that are easy to grow. Although it may be tempting to

plant French wine grapes, sweet cherries, Japanese plums, and English walnuts, it makes

more sense to start with kinds that need less painstaking care. Start with some disease-

resistant apples, for example, or try strawberries, blueberries, or pears. Don’t plant named

selections just because they’re familiar, as they may not be adapted to your region or may

require more spraying or pruning than you care to do. ‘Delicious’ apples, for instance, are

common in the grocery store, but they require much spraying. Bypass another favorite, the late-

ripening ‘Granny Smith’, unless you live where there’s an extra-long growing season. Of

course, if you’ve been gardening for years, go ahead and try plums, peaches, grapes, and

anything else that will grow well where you live.After you’ve decided which fruits to grow, pick

out the cultivars that are best suited to your geographical region. Many of the best apple,

peach, and plum cultivars ripen their fruits over a long season, a good choice for home

gardeners who don’t want all their harvest at one time. The chapters on the various fruits and

berries will help, and you may also want to consult your favorite garden store, the local

Cooperative Extension Service, state university professionals, or staff at public gardens in your

region. They know not only which trees are best for your climate, but also what insects and

diseases you’re likely to encounter.Master Gardener networks, which exist in many parts of the

United States and Canada, are there to answer questions. If you seek out information on one

of the many online sites, keep in mind that these gardeners are usually writing from personal

experience. If their conditions and climate are different from yours, their answers may lead you

in the wrong direction.Regional RecommendationsThe following fruits are good choices for

beginners in these general geographic regions. Check with local or specialty nurseries or your

local Cooperative Extension Service, as not all selections of a particular fruit may grow well

even within a region. Strawberries, grapes, apples, pears, and plums will thrive in all regions if

you choose an appropriate type or cultivar.Northeast: black currants, blueberries (highbush,

lowbush, half-high), cherries (in warmer areas), raspberriesMidwest: black currants, black

walnuts, blueberries (highbush, lowbush, half-high), butternuts, cherries, peaches (in warmer

areas), raspberriesSouth: black raspberries (in cooler areas), black walnuts, blueberries

(rabbiteye), butternuts, English walnuts, peaches, pecans, red currants (in cooler

areas)Western mountains: black currants, black walnuts, butternuts, cherriesNorthwest

(including northern California): blueberries (highbush), black walnuts, butternuts, cherries,

currants, English walnuts, peaches, raspberriesSouthwest (including southern California):

English walnuts, peaches, pecans, red currants, almondsSix to twelve or more dwarf trees will

grow in the space it takes to grow one standard (full-size) fruit tree.Standard, Dwarf, or

Semidwarf?When shopping for fruit trees, you have a choice of trees grafted on dwarf,

semidwarf, or standard rootstocks. The size of the mature tree is determined by its rootstock, in

addition of course to pruning practices. (See page 21.) This means that even within each

category, sizes of trees will vary.A standard tree — that is, one growing on its own roots or

grafted onto a rootstock that results in a tree of normal or “standard” size — may reach 30 feet

tall for apples, 10 to 15 feet for peaches, and in between for other tree fruits. Standard trees are

hardier than dwarf versions and thus better for the coldest climates. Because they’re taller and

larger overall, they’re also more of a challenge to maintain and harvest. They usually don’t bear

fruit early in their early life, either, unlike dwarf varieties, but they live longer. Many provide nice

shade as landscape trees, however.Many dwarf cultivars of apples, cherries, pears, plums, and

peaches are now available. Dwarfs generally grow 6 to 8 feet tall (slightly taller for apples) and

spread about the same amount. Almost all dwarfs have the nice habit of growing quite rapidly



when they’re young and then slowing down, which means not only that pruning is easier on

these trees but also that less of it is required. Dwarfs usually bear at an earlier age than

standards, but their fruit is the same size. Of course, a dwarf tree produces considerably less

fruit than a full-size tree does, but because so many more trees can grow in the same space,

the total yield per acre compares favorably.Unfortunately, some dwarfs are not as hardy as

standard trees. Check the hardiness before ordering, especially if you live in a cold climate.

Some dwarf trees are rather brittle and tend to break in high winds. Also, because they’re

shallow rooted, the wind may tip them over unless they’re firmly staked. Deep, heavy snow can

cause problems when it settles in spring, possibly tearing off the buried lower branches and

devastating much of the rest of the tree. In some areas, dwarfs appear to be more susceptible

to disease and insect damage than trees grown on native rootstocks. Despite these drawbacks,

dwarf fruit trees may be the perfect choice if you have the right conditions for growing them and

realize their needs and drawbacks.Fortunately, semidwarf trees don’t have the same

drawbacks, yet they offer most of the same advantages. Semidwarf cultivars reach 8 to 15 feet

in height and are about as wide.Useful TermsHere are some terms you’ll come across when

shopping for fruit trees and plants:CULTIVAR. This is short for “cultivated variety.” This is the

correct designation for almost all named selections of fruits, although you’ll see the term

“variety” used interchangeably in various references and catalogs. They both refer to the same

plants, so don’t let this confuse you. A variety, by definition, is a plant that comes about from

natural selection and occurs in the wild. A cultivar is a horticultural variety that came about

through some process of breeding or selection; it doesn’t occur naturally in the wild.PATENTED

PLANT. Sometimes in catalogs you’ll find a fruit tree listed with a U.S. patent number, such as

PP 16,859 for the Brunswick strawberry. Most new gardeners are surprised to find that trees

can be patented, but over the years thousands of plants have been developed that were

unusual enough to be registered and given a number. A patent does not mean that a plant is

superior to any other named cultivar, merely that it’s unique and that only the person or firm

holding the patent, or those licensed by the holder, can propagate it commercially.CHILLING

HOURS. You’ll run across this term often with tree fruits. It means the number of hours below

45°F a particular plant needs during winter in order to flower and fruit. It’s not really an issue for

cold-climate gardeners, but it’s important for those in mild climates such as Florida and

southern California. Chilling hours are cumulative during the season. If the temperatures go

above 60°F the effect is reversed, so for each hour above 60°F subtract an hour. For example,

if day one has 10 hours below 45°F, that’s 10 chilling hours. Suppose day two has 15; the total

is now 25. If day three has 5 hours above 60°F, you subtract this from the total, which leaves 20

cumulative chilling hours.Most cherries and apples need at least 600 chilling hours, which is

why they’re grown in cooler climates. But each cultivar has a particular chilling requirement,

and low-chill apples are available for warmer climates.5-IN-1 TREE. Color nursery catalogs

sometimes display a photo of a gorgeous “orchard-in-one-tree,” which means that several

cultivars have been grafted on a single tree. A beginning orchardist should avoid these 3-in-1

or 5-in-1, multiple-grafted fruit trees. The different cultivars seldom grow at the same rate and

are difficult to prune. And if you’re not careful as you prune, you could cut off an entire cultivar.

On the other hand, if you want something really unusual, or if you have only a small space, and

if you’re willing to give it the special care it needs, the multiple-graft tree could be ideal for your

backyard.COLUMNAR TREE. Many nurseries sell small “beanpole” trees. These are a form of

espalier (see page 253), small trees trained to a single trunk with no side branches. A pair of

columnar trees takes up very little room, which makes it possible to grow fruit trees in a very

small space.Proper pruning of fruiting plants will help maximize harvest and minimize problems



with pests and disease.CHAPTER 3Seasonal Care of Fruits and NutsGetting the feel of an

orchard is best accomplished by actually being there to observe what takes place from week to

week. When you get in tune and begin to feel the extraordinary cycle of a fruit tree, what you

might have considered a difficult chore and performed nervously will become a delightful

experience, and your trees will thrive. “The footsteps of the owner are a garden’s best fertilizer,”

according to an old proverb. The same applies to one’s orchard, vines, and berry bushes.“To

everything there is a season.” This is especially true for fruit growers. Although the harvests of

autumn may be what tree-fruit growing is all about, I enjoy the rest of the year in the orchard,

too. Watching the trees gradually come to life in springtime is exciting. First comes the swelling

of the buds as the sap begins to move, and not long after, the leaves appear. Still a bit later

come the flower buds, and finally the flowers.Winter CareTHE FRUIT GARDENING SEASON

starts in winter. Even if the garden is asleep under snow, you need to get busy if you want to

order plants by mail. Catalogs start arriving before the new year, and many nurseries sell

online.Late winter is the time to shape new trees and to remove winter damage from

established trees and shrubs. In cold climates, most gardeners prune on warm days in early

spring while it’s still cold but the temperature is above freezing. This is before any growth

begins or buds begin to swell. In warmer climates, you can safely prune all winter, as long as

the trees or bushes are dormant. You’ll find more information about pruning in chapter

17.Spring CareA STROLL THROUGH an orchard in bloom is one of the most delightful of

experiences. The rich, sweet fragrance of the blossoms is a perfume no chemist could possibly

capture. The trees delight the eyes, whether you’re looking at small new trees bravely blooming

for the first time or a gnarled, ancient specimen now well into its second century. Birds also

seem to enjoy the beauty, and their songs and chirps blend cheerfully with the humming of

thousands of bees. No matter how much there is to do on a spring day, a fruit grower should

never become too busy to pause for a few minutes and enjoy springtime.This is the time we

hope for a week of warm, sunny weather, so no frost will harm the tender blooms and the bees

will have a chance to gather the nectar and spread the pollen. Rainy, cold days or frosty nights

when trees are flowering means a poor crop, and sometimes none. Soon the petals will fall and

new fruits will begin to form.It’s a busy time. The birds have already started their nests, and

insect eggs laid last fall will soon begin to hatch. Every creature is at work and so, too, must be

the orchardist. It is the time to check the orchard frequently to see that insects, diseases,

animals, and any other dangers are not threatening it. Insects tend to increase rapidly when

the weather is warm, and diseases abound in cool, humid conditions. Some springs,

unfortunately, provide an abundance of both! Scavenging animals swiftly pass the word to their

friends to join them to dine on your succulent young twigs and forming fruits. If you spray, make

sure to not spray during bloom so you don’t kill off the pollinators your flowers need to set

fruit.Trees need a good supply of nutrients and moisture, because they should be growing their

fastest at this time. Where the growing season is short, trees have to grow rapidly during the

long days of spring and early summer to make the same growth they would during a longer

period farther south.Make sure that plenty of fertilizer and moisture is available, and that your

trees get the first chance at that nourishment. No new little tree is going to be able to compete

with healthy, green-blooded weeds. The only way to deal with weeds and tall grass is to be firm

and demand that they leave. Dig them out, keep them mowed, spray them with an herbicide, or

smother them with a heavy mulch.To protect pollinators, avoid spraying for pests or diseases

while fruit trees are in bloom.Early spring is the time to encourage birds and beneficial insects

in your fruit grove. Birdhouses, hedges, windbreaks, and a few evergreens offer all sorts of

protective nesting places for these helpful creatures, and they will reward you by feeding their



new broods on the thousands of hungry larvae busily hatching everywhere, and eagerly

waiting to feast on your leaves and young fruits. Although natural predators are your best ally in

the battle against bugs, some other controls are usually necessary as well (see chapter 18).

Remember that the more blemishes you can tolerate, the less intervention you’ll

need.Checklist of Activities for Fruits and NutsWINTER Order new plants Perform dormant

pruning of trees, shrubs, and vines (after the coldest weather, but before buds open) Tighten

wire supports for grapes and brambles, if necessarySPRING Remove frost protection from

strawberries as soon as the top few inches of ground have thawed Plant new trees and

bushes, also strawberries On raspberries and other brambles, cut out weak canes, thin

remaining canes, and cut to ground level all canes that bore fruit the previous year (if not done

in fall) Protect new shoots from browsing by deer Remove plastic winter tree guards from

young trees Spray with dormant oil before tree fruits bloom and leaf out Check at least weekly

for pests and diseases; use appropriate remedies Spread compost and fertilize Weed Renew

mulchSUMMER Prune off suckers and water sprouts Hand-thin fruits, as needed Water new

plantings thoroughly each week; water established plants when dry Keep weeds removed,

grass mowed Check for pests and diseases and use appropriate remedies End sprays a month

before harvest, or according to directions on spray labels Install bird netting or scare devices

just before fruits start to color Harvest berries at the right time for each cultivarFALL Harvest at

the right time for each cultivar and for your intended use On raspberries and other brambles,

cut to ground level all canes that bore fruit; also cut out weak canes, thin remaining canes

Clean up fruit drops and fallen leaves Keep grass mowed to discourage small mammals

Replace winter tree guards for sun protection on young trees Add winter protection against

browsing deer Install row covers or straw over strawberries as frost protection when ground

starts to freezeSummer CareCONTINUE YOUR PEST PATROL through the summer. Early

summer brings pruning needs too. Remove all the suckers, the shoots that spring from the

roots. These suckers are parts of the rootstock, and because they sap the energy of the tree,

they should be removed as soon as they sprout. Also remove branches arising from the lower

part of the trunk and from just below pruning cuts. These water sprouts add too much foliage

and take away energy the tree needs for fruiting.Early summer is the time to thin developing

fruits (see page 257). By removing at least half of the developing fruits, you’ll end up with fewer

but larger apples, peaches, or pears — the same size harvest but in much more usable

form.Through the summer, keep weeding. Take care not to cultivate too near plants, and don’t

go too deeply around shallow-rooted ones such as blueberries. During dry spells and in dry

climates, keep plants watered, especially new ones. Ample water is crucial while fruits are

forming. See individual fruit chapters for additional summer tasks, such as renovating

strawberry beds after June harvest, tipping back branches of tall brambles, and spreading

young branches of upright fruit trees to make them more horizontal.Toward the end of summer,

fruits increase in size rapidly. Insects and diseases may still be a problem, especially in years

that are unusually wet or dry, so keep a watchful eye out for them. Check plants at least weekly

for new pests and diseases, and deal promptly with those that can become serious

problems.Check trees that are bearing to be sure the crop is not overloading the branches. In a

good year, a large tree may produce almost a ton of fruit, and even lighter loads put a strain on

weak branches. Place wide boards or planks of the proper length upright under sagging

branches to prop them up until the fruit is harvested.Resist any temptation to use a fast-acting

fertilizer to increase the size of the fruit. Feeding a plant in late summer will stimulate the tree

to grow when it should be getting ready for its long winter nap.Thinning out individual fruits is

an important task for early summer. The remaining fruits will grow larger and will be less prone



to disease.Harvest TimePICKING AND USING your fruit at its peak is what home fruit growing

is all about. Not only does homegrown fruit taste better and need less sweetening, but also it

contains more vitamins. Commercial growers that aren’t local must harvest fruits before they’re

ripe, while they’re still firm enough to ship. Large-scale commercial growers have no choice but

to pick all the fruit at once; it’s inefficient in a big operation to select only the fruits that are

really ready for picking.How can you tell when a fruit is ripe? Until you’ve had some

experience, it isn’t always easy. Squeezing and poking are natural impulses, but they leave

bruises and aren’t always reliable. Most varieties of tree fruits fall soon after ripening, so as

soon as the fruit will separate from the branch with an easy twist it’s ready. Most fruits change

color as they ripen. Plums, blueberries, and grapes become covered with a powdery white

“bloom.” Cherries, apples, peaches, and pears each develop a characteristic color and blush,

so you should be aware of what that color is for each variety. Some of the best-flavored apples

are yellow, green, or russet brown, not red. If you’re in doubt about the ripeness of an apple or

pear, pick a sample fruit and cut open. If the seeds are dark brown, the fruit is ripe and ready to

pick.Only pears, a few varieties of peaches, and late apples that finish ripening in storage

should be picked before they’re tree ripened. If you leave pears on the tree until they’re soft

enough to eat, they’ll quickly rot. Instead, pick them just before they’re ripe and store them in a

cool place. They’ll be perfect for eating within a few days or weeks, depending on the

variety.The taste test is the most reliable when it comes to judging berries, but there are other

clues. Strawberries become red all over and begin to soften. They and raspberries stay at their

prime for only a short time and then deteriorate rapidly, so try to pick them every day during

their season. A raspberry slips off its core freely when it’s ripe. Blackberries, currants, and

gooseberries are ready for picking when they have developed their full color. Sample some to

see if they pass the taste test. Blueberries take 7 to 10 days after they turn fully blue to be truly

ripe. With many varieties of blueberries, the stems change from green to a reddish color when

ripe. Grapes are a good example of when you can’t rely just on color, as they change color and

appear ripe before they’re sweet. Don’t pick grapes until they’re completely ripe — when flavor

is sweet and clusters separate easily from vines — as they will not continue to ripen after

picking.Color of fruit isn’t always the best way to determine when to pick, as varieties have

different colors. You’ll learn this quickly with experience.TIPS FOR PROPER PICKING•

Harvest at the proper stage of ripeness (see box, opposite; pick slightly unripe for canning and

baking, or for storing some late apple cultivars)• Pick when fruits are dry• Leave stems on the

fruit• Chill fruits as soon as possible after picking• Wait to wash fruits until just prior to use or

processing• For fruits like strawberries and raspberries that don’t store well, pick often, and

pick only what you can eat soon or process for long-term storage• Pick raspberries and other

brambles into small, shallow containers as they crush easily• Handle gently — avoid bruising,

denting with fingernails, especially with peaches, which are softer than most other fruitsUse

caution on ladders, with heavy loads of fruit, and when picking in hot weather.Fruit growers

warn their pickers to treat all fruits as if they were eggs. Pick each one by hand; never club or

shake it from the tree or bush. For tree fruits, bend each fruit upward and twist it gently; if it’s

ripe, the stem will separate easily from the tree and stay on the fruit. Never pull out the stem,

as that will leave a hole where rot will quickly develop. Be careful, too, not to damage next

year’s crop by breaking branches or fruit spurs as you pick. You’ll find more on harvest and

storage in each fruit chapter.Storing Fresh FruitBruised fruit starts to rot quickly, and rot will

spread rapidly to all the fruit it touches. The old proverb that one rotten apple can spoil a whole

barrel is all too true. Use all windfalls and any damaged fruit immediately.Many tree fruits keep

well for months in controlled storage. Some fruits will keep well for a short time in a cool,



unheated room. Some of our friends use a small air conditioner in their basement, which has a

concrete floor. A spare refrigerator in good running condition makes a good storage unit,

too.Home growers can keep apples and pears in a simple root cellar. Although home root

cellars can’t duplicate the scientifically controlled conditions that large growers maintain, they

make it possible to eat good fruit through much of the winter. We have a small one partitioned

off in a corner of our basement. It is insulated, and it has an outside window for ventilation

when necessary and a dirt floor to increase humidity. ‘Cortland’ apples will keep there until

April, if we don’t eat them all first. We can’t always maintain the ideal climate of 34°F and 85

percent humidity, but our fruits stay remarkably firm. Cellars of homes with forced air or whole-

house heat stay too warm for long-term fruit storage; even 50° to 55°F is too warm.You need to

store apples separately from other fruits and vegetables, or as far away as possible. Try also to

keep fruits apart from vegetables. Apples give off ethylene gas, which can cause other fruits to

ripen more quickly, potatoes to sprout, and carrots to turn bitter. Potatoes can give apples a

musty flavor. Strong odors from cabbages and turnips and onions can be absorbed by apples

and pears.Is It Ripe?Unlike most fruits, pears should be picked before they’re fully ripe and

kept in a cool, dark place. Wrapping pears in vented plastic bags will keep them from

shriveling.In general, fruits are ripe when they develop good color and flavor. Ripe fruit should

pull easily from the plant with an upward twisting motion. Some cultivars ripen their fruit over a

long period, so look for the ripe ones and leave the rest to finish ripening.Apples: seeds are

dark brown; taste ripeCherries: good color and flavor; use soon after pickingPeaches: pick

when almost ripe and color is good but before fruits are soft; should separate easily from twigs;

won’t ripen after picking but will soften, so pick when you can press and make a little dent;

softer than most other fruits, so handle gentlyPears: pick before fully ripe, when still firm and

seeds are dark brownOther tree fruits: good color and flavorBlueberries: good color for a week

with white powdery bloom; softened; sweet flavor; stems often turn color; rings around stems

show berries are ready to detachRaspberries: colored well; softened; good flavor; slip easily off

core; use soon after pickingStrawberries: red all over; softened; good flavor; use soon after

pickingOther berries: good color; softenedGrapes: brown seeds; sweet flavor; clusters separate

easily from vinesWhat to Do with All Your FruitMY FAVORITE WAY to eat most fruit is fresh off

the tree, with no middleman — direct from tree to me. But I also love applesauce, strawberry

shortcake with whipped cream, raspberry ice cream, blueberry pie, apple pandowdy, peach

sherbet, a cherry tart. Once your kitchen shelf is laden with beautiful fruits, you’ll find any

number of wonderful things to do with them. Much of our surplus fruit goes into preserves for

the pantry.There are many good books on processing and storing fruits, and lots of recipes are

available on the Internet. Hardware, farm, and garden stores can supply many of the items

you’ll need for harvesting and preserving. See Resources, page 307 for other sources for

harvesting supplies, home cider mills, and orchard equipment.FreezingWe freeze most berry

and tree fruits raw in plastic bags or sealed containers, and they come out of the freezer

tasting almost like fresh. We freeze the berries on a rimmed baking sheet before placing them

in plastic bags, so they will separate easily. We then partially thaw them to enjoy strawberries

blended into milkshakes, blueberries baked into muffins, and raspberries in pies and cobblers.

All make tasty and nutritious toppings for cereal. Just-thawed, spiced, whole crab apples on

their stems have become our traditional garnish for Thanksgiving turkey. Berries make

excellent jams, jellies, conserves, marmalades, and “butters” that brighten up the breakfast

table during the dark days of winter. They’re also welcome homemade gifts.Freeze small

berries and slices of larger fruits by spreading them out in a single layer on a tray and placing

the tray in the freezer. When fruits are frozen, transfer them to a zip-lock bag and return them



to the freezer.A Simple Way to Freeze FruitThese instructions are for peaches, but they apply

to other tree fruits as well. For best fruit quality use plastic bags or containers designed

especially for freezing. Or freeze fruit in the right shape to pop into a piecrust: Mix fruit slices

with sugar and spices for your favorite peach pie recipe before bagging, then lay the plastic

freezer bag in a pie plate until the contents are frozen.Sugar helps maintain texture, but you

can omit it if you’ll be cooking the fruit later, as for jam. In addition to sweetening and improving

texture of the thawed fruit, sugar helps prevent freezer burn, drying out, and browning —

benefits an artificial sweetener won’t provide. If you don’t want to use sugar, try apple, peach,

or white grape juice; these all work well.If using a vacuum sealer you can skip the juice or

sugar syrup, just treat fruits with a fruit preservative to prevent browning. Freeze individual

berries or slices first before bagging and vacuum sealing.1. Peel two pounds of peaches, cut in

half, remove the pits, and slice. (You can freeze halves without slicing, but slices take up less

space.) You should have 4 cups of sliced peaches.2. To prevent browning, prepare a fruit

preservative — either ascorbic acid as the label directs (usually by dissolving a small amount

in a little water), or half a squeezed lemon.3. For every 4 cups of sliced peaches, also add 2/3

cup sugar; mix in gently.4. Fill freezer bags or containers. Lay the bags flat and squeeze the air

out, then seal to freeze.Glazed, dehydrated apple chips are an excellent way to preserve the

harvest from a bountiful apple tree.Canning and DryingIf you don’t have a lot of freezer space,

fruits are easy to can using the water-bath method. Apples, peaches, pears, cherries, and

plums work well as canned fruits; I think pears taste better canned than frozen.Drying is an

excellent, old-fashioned way to preserve fruits. Electric or solar-powered food dryers work best,

though an ordinary or microwave oven will do the job. Apricots, apples, and peaches cut into

thin slices dry well; blueberries, elderberries, and black currants should be dried whole. When

stored in glass jars, dried fruits will keep for months on the pantry shelf.JuicingIf you have more

apples than you know what to do with, cider is the answer. Apple cider-making with our old

Sears & Roebuck press is a fall ceremony we wouldn’t want to miss. A modern electric juicer is

an easy option for smaller quantities. Most years we freeze large quantities and put aside a

gallon or two to turn into vinegar.Several years ago we began to question why we were

drinking so much tropical fruit juice when our own New England fruits were so good and

healthful. We’ve since remedied that situation by freezing lots of apple juice and cider, as well

as berry juices such as strawberry and black currant. Elderberry, crab apple, and raspberry

juices are some of our favorites. We either use a juice steam extractor or cook the fruit briefly

and strain it through a jelly bag or wire strainer before canning or freezing. In winter we enjoy

the thawed juices straight or sweetened with orange juice or cider. For a sparkling punch, we

combine the juices with ginger ale or club soda. If we’re too busy during the harvest season,

we freeze the raw fruit and make juice later.
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Blueberries, Blackberries, and More, The Organic Gardener's Handbook of Natural Pest and

Disease Control: A Complete Guide to Maintaining a Healthy Garden and Yard the Earth-

Friendly Way (Rodale Organic Gardening), Grow Your Own Mini Fruit Garden: Planting and

Tending Small Fruit Trees and Berries in Gardens and Containers, The First-Time Gardener:

Growing Vegetables: All the know-how and encouragement you need to grow - and fall in love

with! - your brand new food garden (The First-Time Gardener's Guides), Grow Fruit Trees Fast:

A Beginner's Guide to a Healthy Harvest in Record Time, Carrots Love Tomatoes: Secrets of

Companion Planting for Successful Gardening, Mini Farming: Self-Sufficiency on 1/4 Acre,

Landscaping with Fruit: Strawberry ground covers, blueberry hedges, grape arbors, and 39

other luscious fruits to make your yard an edible paradise. (A Homeowners Guide), Successful

Berry Growing: How to Plant, Prune, Pick and Preserve Bush and Vine Fruits, Grocery Row

Gardening: The Exciting New Permaculture Gardening System, Successfully Grow and

Garden Citrus Fruit Trees Using Pots and Containers: Beginner’s guide to selecting the right

tree,pots & containers for indoor & ... & diseases,transplanting & Espalier, Totally Crazy Easy

Florida Gardening: The Secret to Growing Piles of Food in the Sunshine State, Vegetable

Gardening for Beginners: A Simple Guide to Growing Vegetables at Home, Container and

Raised Bed Gardening for Beginners and Beyond: A Guide to Growing Your Own Vegetables,

Herbs, Fruit and Cut Flowers, The Easy Way to Start a Home-Based Plant Nursery and Make

Thousands in Your Spare Time, The Vegetable Garden Pest Handbook: Identify and Solve

Common Pest Problems on Edible Plants - All Natural Solutions!, The Flower Gardener's Bible:

A Complete Guide to Colorful Blooms All Season Long: 400 Favorite Flowers, Time-Tested

Techniques, Creative Garden Designs, and a Lifetime of Gardening Wisdom, GREENHOUSE

GARDENING: 3 IN 1: Greenhouse, Raised Bed Gardening and Companion Planting To Grow

Organic Vegetables And Plants All-Year-Round | Beginners Edition (Green Thumb Collection

Book 5)

Cuba Rodriguez, “Vibrant, Glossy Pages With TONS of Photos. 2-28-18I've bought a few

books lately, all in the gardening section. I looked for the highest ratings, but verified the ratings

by reading the reviews, both good & bad. I have expanded my gardens by 75%, incorporating

trees, plants, bushes, both annuals and perennials, in an attempt to be more self sustainable,

all in the last 3 years. I believe in organic gardening and staying away from GMOs, and

incorporating beneficial plants, animals, and insects whenever possible.I wanted to expand my

library with the most information possible, relative to what I'm growing, but by hopefully keeping

my book selections to a minimum. I don't want to have to search an entire library, to answer a

query I may have. I'm still quite new to the growing my own food lifestyle, as I've typically have

grown plants for aesthetics or fragrances in the past. I have come to the point where I got rid

all the decorativve plants I had, that served no other purpose... such as attracting the beneficial



insects or repelling the pests and instead taking up space (where I could plant more food).This

book covers at least 65% of what I needed to know, packed with beautiful, detailed photos of

the topics or plants listed. In fact EVERY page is glossy & colorful, making it eye appealing,

while leading you to read more. I don't always have access to the internet, so having a hard

copy that I can peruse through is important to me. The details of what problems, diseases, or

pests my plants may have are also well defined. I doubt I would have an issue in treating 80%

of whatever may arise. The book goes into various ways of treating problems, not just the

organic way.There are great tips on how to grow specific plants or varieties. How to manipulate

the plants or trees in order to have good production or long life, lasting years to come. It

demonstrates various types of trellises and why to go with a specific one versus another type

where someone in another zone should use.I think the book is well organized. It categorizes

by fruit, then goes into which varieties are best grown where, how to pick or know when ripe,

how to store, and tons of other details. I'm just very pleased with this book. Of the 4 that I've

purchased recently, it's in my top 2. The other being a strictly Pest & Disease book and how to

control or treat. They will be awesome additions to my arsenal! I totally recommend this book

to the beginner or novice. I believe there's something to be gained by anyone interested in

gardening, because there are many diseases and pests mentioned in this book that affect the

decorative or vegetable plants as well.I bought this from the seller "Amazon", which I feel is

important to list this info. I've come across sellers with variances in their items, including

knockoffs, or just plain poor quality.”

Bridget, “Great reference for beginner/intermediate Gardner. Any criticism of this book is by

master-Gardner’s that think their manure doesn’t stink. These experts should have written their

own book or solved world hunger by now. For someone planting on their own property for

family and wildlife use, this book contains more info than you could possibly use. I have used a

ton of information from this book and will continue to reference it going forward. Great purchase

and an invaluable tool for the DIYer.”

Adam J. McKee, “A great addition to the small farm library.. I would have called this book the

"Illustrated Quick Reference" rather than the "Bible." As several other reviewers have pointed

out, there are several works with more in-depth information. I think this is a great guide for the

novice, and the ample photographs present concepts more clearly than text alone can

accomplish.  All in all, a great addition to the small farm library �.”

Jenny Stimson, “Excellent!!. I'm new to everything fruit gardening. I needed an overall

instruction manual for my new Peach, Cherry & Apricot trees as well as for my blackberry,

blueberry & rasberry bushes. The instructions are so easy to understand - and not just for

pruning! It also has great pictures and information for proper care, disease remediation and

much more!  Excellent reference!”

Carson, “Great Book, Full Of Information.. I am a novice gardener and have planted 10 various

fruit tree and I know enough that they all require different attention. This book is great (you can

find the same information on the internet but that is far less convenient Han having the book). I

find myself referring to information in this book frequently as I attempt to establish a mini fruit

tree orchard.”

CGSMom, “LOVE - Surprised no fig info though. We installed an orchard this year on my

property (small scale) and purchased this book to give me insight on the different fruit we're



putting in. My only complaint is that this book has zero info on fig trees. I have was surprised b/

c it has references to just about everything else under the sun (pun intended). In spite of that, I

HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS BOOK! It is a WEALTH of information and I love that it gives diff

variety-recommendations too; so when you order your fruit, you can easily track what the diff is

b/t the varieties.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very informative. Easy to understand”

stanley hicks, “Worth the money. Came on time worth reading”

El, “Very comprehensive. Gift for my dad. He was delighted with the fact that it covered trees

and fruit bushes in the one.”

SH, “Great for beginners.. There is a lot of information packed into this book. I am a rank

beginner, and this book got me started on a few dwarf fruit trees this summer. It is laid out

well, and well illustrated.  Highly recommended!”

The book by Lewis Hill has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 795 people have provided feedback.
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